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Abstract—Ecological Interface Design (EID) is usually
associated with applying Work Domain Analysis and developing
customized control tools for specific, stable systems governed by
causal work domain constraints. However, for domains with
weaker, intentional, less specific constraints, EID based on
analysis of cognitive strategies has been proposed, and
demonstrated using metaphorical iconic forms. EID methods to
find invariant strategies in intentional work domains are less
developed. Such methods may be a way to generalize ecological
interfaces beyond specific instances of complex systems. An
example developed for an energy efficiency monitoring
application is presented and discussed.
Keywords—displays; ecological interface design; cognitive
strategies; diagnosis; search; parameter estimation; recursive
estimates; change-point-detection; energy; efficiency

I.

present an example of a display designed in this spirit. The
example is drawn from the domain of Energy Monitoring &
Targeting (M&T). M&T is a business process common in
many industries that involves detecting and diagnosing utility
(e.g. electric or gas) waste in order to inform corrective action
[8].
II.

A. Principle
The standard formulation of EID ideally suits complex
work domains with stable, causal, and specific constraints.
These domains lend themselves to pre-analysis of the work
domain as a source of behavior-shaping constraints because:
• Stable constraints mean that regularities can be preanalyzed when designing an interface. In domains
where the rules change, there is less value in supporting
people in working within the rules.

ECOLOGICAL INTERFACE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Ecological Interface Design (EID) was introduced 25 years
ago as a set of design guidelines and principles to reduce
human error in process control domains [1]. The core principle
is that interfaces should help humans perceive and control
complex work environments in terms of useful regularities at
the least effortful mode of cognitive control necessary [2].
Also, display and control surfaces should be combined into
interfaces that support epistemic (knowledge-seeking) action
[3] and help workers abductively maintain their dynamic world
model [4].
Over 25 years of development, adoption, and evaluation,
EID has been codified into an engineering method [5]. Work
Domain Analysis (WDA) serves as a psychologically relevant
framework to represent system regularities in terms of
structural means-ends, part-whole, and causal/topographical
relationships [6]. This analysis then specifies information
content requirements and informs the design of analogical
graphic forms whose surface features behave consistently with
deep regularities of system function ϳ.
This codification of EID was first and has been most
frequently applied in research on systems with strong causal
[6] constraints that are high risk and therefore highly
engineered. However, WDA was not the only system analysis
method proposed by Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein.
Strategies Analysis was also proposed as a method to
inform ecological information systems [6]. This paper will
review the largely un-explored history of this proposal, and
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STRATEGIES ANALYSIS FOR INTERFACE DESIGN

• Causal constraints, ‘laws of nature’, tend to be stable
and strong, and can often be idealized into few enough
dimensions to be represented as analogical forms on a
2-D interface surface. Intentional constraints are higherdimensional and difficult to specify.
• Specific constraints mean that design can target “an
interface for a single, specific application; generality is
not important” [2, p. 595]. Sub-features of an interface
may still generalize across domains that share purposes,
high-level abstractions, or more aggregated part-whole
levels (e.g. one type of aircraft vs. another).
Work domains with all these properties are rare. Since
work domains with flexible, semi-intentional constraints are
more common, and generalizing across applications allows
development costs to be more easily recouped, extending EID
to such systems is an appealing prospect.
Foundational EID guidelines are relevant to this goal.
Designers are encouraged to “present information embedded in
a structure that can serve as an externalized mental model,
effective for the kind of reasoning required by the task” [1, p.
525]. However, WDA was not the only recommended structure
for an externalized model: “support should not aim at a
particular process, but at an effective strategy, i.e. a category of
processes.” [1, p. 525]. Later, Rasmussen et al. explicitly
recommended that “systems serving an autonomous user ...
[where] the intentionality depends entirely on the users needs”
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[6, p. 187], should be designed with cognitive strategies as the
basis for an ecological interface.

knowledge base) to better support not just bibliographic but
also analytical, analogical, and browsing strategies.

B. Cognitive Strategies Analysis Overview
In an EID framework, cognitive strategies are idealized
“categories of cognitive processes” [9], that “will share
important characteristics such as

The BookHouse interface relied heavily on iconography
and symbolic metaphors. To practitioners in 2014, the realistic
art style and ‘virtual room’ navigation may not have aged well.
However, it is a theoretically grounded and pioneering
information system design effort.

• A particular kind of mental model,

D. Conclusion: Matching domains and EID methods?
The canonical WDA-based EID was developed for systems
with stable, causal, and specific work domain constraints, and
encourages use of analogical graphic forms.

• A certain mode of interpretation of the observed
evidence, [and]
• A coherent set of tactical planning rules” [6, p. 70]
(bullets added).

TABLE I.

Strategies constructs are also considered by psychologists
such as Payne [10] or Gigerenzer [11]. Both share a cognitive
psychology emphasis on testable computational cognitive
models and general-purpose heuristics. Payne emphasizes
cognition-in-the-head and specific sequences of elementary
information processes, while Gigerenzer’s “Adaptive Toolbox”
framework explicitly includes an ecological perspective on
cognition as environment-actor interaction.

EID
Example
Nuclear
Power
Library
Fiction
Energy
Monitoring

COMPARISON OF EID DOMAINS AND METEHODS
Domain Properties

Analysis
Method

Graphic
Forms

Stable?

Causal?

Specific?

Yes

Yes

Yes

WDA

Analogic

Mostly

No

Mostly

Strategies

Metaphoric

No

Mostly

No

Strategies?

Analogic?

For intentional work domains with weaker, less specific
constraints, Strategies-based EID was proposed [6, p. 187], and
demonstrated using metaphorical iconic forms (see TABLE I.
). However, EID has not been demonstrated for (more
common) categories of domains with less stable, semiintentional constraints. We present an example of a strategiesbased approach for one such domain category.

Every interface design method aims to support cognitive
strategies, whether implicitly or explicitly. WDA-based EIDs
implicitly try to support skill-, rule- and knowledge (SRK)based strategies. Task Analysis-based interfaces implicitly
support the strategy inherent in the specific observed task
process. User-Centred-Design (UCD) interfaces will support
users’ preferred strategy, but will be limited to existing
strategies familiar to users due to the task-artifact cycle [12].

III.

How then do ‘ecological’ design principles [6, p. 133]
apply to an explicitly strategies-based approach to EID? An
ecological psychology perspective suggests inducing strategies
that let actors efficiently exploit regularities in the environment
to effectively act, using the least complex mental model or
representation necessary [2], [3], [11]. At the same time, at
least one of each SRK strategy should be supported to “allow a
user to act with which ever level of cognitive
interpretation/control they wish” [6, p. 189]. A formative
strategy-based EID could introduce novel strategies or enable
previously un-feasible strategies [12]. Finally, an EID should
support naturalistic switching between multiple strategies to
overcome local resource shortages [9]–[12].

EXAMPLE: ENERGY MONITORING & TARGETING

A. Domain Characteristics
Energy Monitoring & Targeting (M&T) is a business
process done to “decipher [utility energy] information in order
to make good energy and business decisions” [14, p. 2], and
“detect avoidable energy waste that might otherwise remain
hidden.” [8, p. 1]. M&T was developed in the mid-1980s as a
general purpose energy efficiency method [15], and has been
incorporated into the contemporary ISO 50001 standard [16].
M&T domains are different from those in past applications
of EID. In M&T, while some causal constraints such as laws of
conservation of energy, thermodynamics, and heat transfer
remain stable, the underlying business purposes, processes and
functionality do not. Businesses adapt over time to changing
economic priorities and their equipment degrades or is
maintained. Furthermore, M&T information systems must
generalize across businesses to be economically viable.

C. Example: Bookhouse Strategies-based EID
The most often referenced (and perhaps only) strategiesbased ecological interface is the BookHouse library
information retrieval system [4], [6], [13]. Informed by field
studies comprising 500 recorded user-librarian negotiations
and 200 interviews, Pejtersen performed a full cognitive work
analysis of a public library. This included a strategies analysis
for both information retrieval and cultural mediation tasks, and
a worker competencies / user characteristics analysis of
children aged 4-15 and adult library patrons’ skills and needs.

We characterized M&T as a detection, search and diagnosis
task [17]. It is abductive in that the goal is understanding
energy use. Workers can reconcile ambiguity by either
changing targets (if socially desired), or by searching for
additional observations with a practicable diagnosis strategy.
Sometimes, energy waste can be perceived directly (e.g.
lights on in an empty room), or mediated by tools (an infrared
picture directly indicates heat loss). In such cases ‘good
housekeeping’ strategies [18] are effective. More often, unproductive energy use can’t be directly perceived because cues
are unmeasured (imperceptible or forgotten), indistinguishable

The subsequent EID process developed support for four
distinct information retrieval strategies by specifying the novel
“AMP” database scheme. The design process specified how
the work domain (library fiction) should be structured (with a
This work was supported by the Canadian Federal Economic
Development Agency of Southern Ontario and Energent Inc.
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contributed to CUSUM charts remaining the standard tool in
M&T for over 25 years [15]. From our field study and analysis,
however, we identified two weaknesses of CUSUM charts in
supporting M&T work needs.

(obscured by variability), or control-rejected (compensated for
elsewhere).
When direct perception fails, workers need alternate
strategies to infer energy performance from observable data.

First, because CUSUM charts show only an aggregated
residual, they are ambiguous. A CUSUM chart change may be
due to changes in energy performance, but could also be due to
quirks of model representation, missing data, changes in
measurement practice, interference from past persistent
changes or other factors [20]. Diagnosing this ambiguity is
difficult without a correct understanding of the energy model,
which practitioners in our field study did not demonstrate [17].

B. Strategies for Monitoring & Targeting Energy
Through literature review [18] and a longitudinal field
study of energy analysts and managers performing M&T in
three work environments [17] we identified six strategies:
• ‘Good Housekeeping’ condition survey
• Equipment inventory, reconciling with consumption
• Consumption time-series profile pattern-detection

We addressed the first problem by developing a display of
the energy performance model purpose, process, and product
[21]. Our intent was to help use energy performance models as
“a structure that can serve as an externalized mental model” [1,
p. 525] to support knowledge based reasoning about
aggregated CUSUM chart residuals [1, p. 524]. We will not
discuss this design here, except to say that that it complements
and enables solutions to the second problem.

• Comparative analysis against normative/historic model
• Energy consumption and cost analysis
• Event – action time-series association
The most relied-on strategy was ‘comparative analysis’
[18]. In this strategy, the conceptual model of the business is as
a symbolic 'black box', with

A second weakness is that CUSUM charts, while an
effective detection aid, provide little support for the more
important search and diagnosis needs of M&T work. A change
in CUSUM slope indicates the date and net magnitude of
over/under-consumption, but CUSUM time-series shapes
aren’t necessarily diagnostic of underlying system changes.
Without effective diagnosis, energy waste can’t be rectified.

• Metered utility consumption as energy input y.
• Some measures xn of productive output or controlled
disturbances (e.g., production, hours of operation, sales,
weather) as indicators of effective energy use.
The constraints between inputs and outputs are then
inferred, most often empirically using historic data and
regression [8]. This generates a symbolic energy performance
model, usually of a standard linear form
ǔ = α + β 1 x1 + … + β n xn

(1)

y–ǔ=ε

(2)

To address the second problem, we developed and
prototyped a model-driven diagnosis aid display using a novel
statistical strategy and inspired by EID principles. Our goal
was to implement a “consistent information transformation
concept for data integration” [1, p. 525] and to develop as close
to “a consistent, one-to-one mapping between the invisible,
abstract properties of the process and the cues or signs
provided by the interface" [1, p. 530] as possible.
The remainder of this article will discuss adapting this
novel statistical M&T strategy to behave as a better analogical
display of energy performance.

This model is then used as a normative comparator to
monitor ongoing energy consumption y. Residuals İ, the
difference between actual and model-predicted energy
consumption, are a cue to infer changes in energy performance.

IV.

This strategy for detecting energy waste is an example of
the time series structural change detection family [19]. Similar
problems are addressed in the quality control domain using the
classic Shewart Control Chart [8]. However, unlike product
quality, variation in energy consumption is not inherently bad.
M&T work is concerned with diagnosing persistent changes in
energy performance that are financially significant.

RECURSIVE ESTIMATES AS A DIAGNOSIS STRATEGY

A. Rationale for strategy support
We investigated several novel statistical strategies for
M&T, and selected the Recursive Estimates (RE) fluctuation
process [22] as a promising candidate, because it was:
• Capable of supporting energy diagnosis by estimating
structural change in model parameters,  in (1),

C. Existing representations for Energy M&T
Control Charts are used as a representation in M&T.
However, perceiving small changes in mean is difficult. If the
accumulated energy over/under-consumption is summed
before plotting (as in Figure 1), it becomes a Recursive
Cumulative Sum of Residuals (CUSUM) chart [8], [15], [19],
which has improved perceptual characteristics. A CUSUM
representation transforms a shift in the position of an irregular
control chart line into a shift in slope between smooth CUSUM
line segments. These perceptual advantages may have

• Compatible with the representations (linear regression
models) already used in CUSUM-based M&T [8], and
• Implemented in the free and open-source R statistical
computing environment [19].
Diagnosis support would specifically be for topographical
search strategies [6, p. 72] within the functional structure
represented by the energy performance model. Topographical
search is already practiced in M&T through direct ‘good
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performance [2], [7]. However the stock RE algorithm
produces charts scaled to represent a probabilistic test statistic
for formal hypothesis-testing. This leads to some ambiguities
when trying to interpret it as an analogical form representing
underlying system change.

housekeeping’, equipment inventory-maintaining, and utility
sub-metering [18]. However, sub-meters have disadvantages:
• They add capital and operational cost to calibrate and
maintain data quality. Operational costs contradict the
purpose of M&T work, which is to save money.

1) Response rate: The stock RE algorithm recursively
grows the monitoring set with each new data point k (3), so an
identical change produces a different chart shape depending
on being early or late in the monitoring period. As the
monitoring period expands, the charts respond slower,
conflating large intermittent and small persistent changes.
2) Scaling: Stock RE charts scale up by k/¥n (3) as the
monitoring set grows, so a constant energy performance
deviation tends to produce an expanding ¥x shaped RE chart.
3) Certainty: Straight-line stock RE charts are ambiguous
- they can result either from consistent energy performance or
from a driver variable holding constant for long periods (such
as off-seasonal heating/cooling requirements). This means that
if a physical system change occurs while a driver is ‘stagnant’,
the effect won’t be charted until the associated driver varies
again. This ambiguity could reinforce over-confident
estimations of change dates, for example not suspecting that
poor fall heating performance could be due to building
insulation damage caused during summertime renovations.
Relaxing the design constraint of statistical tests and
reframing RE charts as analogical cues rather than degree-ofcertainty time-series tests allows flexibility to achieve:

• They multiply the models required for comparative
M&T, with associated maintenance and data
availability costs.
• They support topographic search only at Physical Form
(e.g. which physical areas are metered) or Physical
Function (e.g. which equipment is metered) levels [6].
M&T energy models, by contrast, are often formulated in
terms of Generalized Functions [6], as measures xn (1) chosen
to represent productive processes. This means that model
parameters ȕ can be interpreted in terms of energy intensity
(e.g. kWh / Ton of Production). If a detected increase in energy
consumption is associated with an increase in only one
estimated model parameter, that cue can narrow the search
space for conclusive diagnosis. For example, an increase to a
building’s weather sensitivity (i.e., fuel energy required per
degree of outside cold weather) [8] would narrow the search to
the process of “heating”, which is associated with not only
equipment (e.g., furnace efficiency) but functionally related
business structure (e.g., building insulation, air-tightness,
thermostat settings, internal heat generation) that would be
difficult to isolate with a sub-metering approach.
B. Summary of RE charts
The algorithm for calculating RE charts is explained at
length elsewhere [19], [22]. Briefly, for each new monitoring
datum the RE algorithm:

1) Consistent response: Discarding old observations
allows the RE chart to respond consistently to changes
regardless of date. Exponential decay weighting is a common
choice, and can be metaphorically described as having “long-“
or “short-“ memory.
2) Proportionality: Scaling RE charts in a time-invariant
way prevents early persistent changes from being amplified.
3) Informativeness mapping: De-emphasizing RE charts
when underlying driver variables stop varying (conveying
information) distinguishes "no information" vs. "no change".
These changes still under-specify design parameters such as
the rate of exponential decay in weighting historic data, and
how long driver variables must stagnate before estimates are
considered uninformative. For lack of design guidance, we
linked the stagnation criteria to the time constant of
exponential decay, and superimposed two RE charts at prespecified slow and rapid exponential decay rates. The RE chart
with long memory (multi-year time constant) is shown as a
black line in Figure 1, while the short memory (60-day
exponential decay) is shown as a grey area chart.

• Re-fits a new monitoring model to include new data,
• Differences the estimated parameters Į, ȕ (1) between
the new (monitoring) and old (trained) models, and
• Transforms the estimated parameter changes according
to the training covariance matrix Q1/2 and scales by (3).
İȕnRE = ( 1/ı^ )( k/¥n )( ȕ^n – ȕn)

(3)

The scaling in (3) is according to ı^ , the model residual
standard deviation over the training period, k, the time-series
sequence of each data point and n, the length of the historical
training set (in the same time units as k). This produces a set of
time-series test statistic charts, one for each model parameter.
C. Modifications to RE strategy to improve analogical form
Stock test-statistic-based RE charts have several
interpretation weaknesses, both statistical and perceptual [23].
Since CUSUM charts are more statistically robust, our design
encouraged switching between CUSUM and RE strategies, and
focused on reducing the perceptual ambiguities in RE charts.

While a design based on just an empirical linear model
cannot achieve “a unique and consistent mapping between …
the behavior of the process and the … cues that the interface
displays” [1, p. 528], it is less ambiguous than CUSUM charts
and improves on stock RE charts by behaving more
consistently, proportionally, and informatively.

To support rule-based M&T behavior, RE charts should
ideally have a 1:1 mapping with (i.e. be analogical to) energy
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Fig. 1. Two year-long scenarios of energy performance changes in a hypothetical office building. Utility fuel is consumed by three categories of processes:
winter space heating, workday hot water use, and always-on base load. An energy model represents these three processes as model parameters. The model is
used to generate three time-series charts: predicted consumption (top), CUSUM of residual (middle) and a cluster of modified analogical RE (bottom).

D. Design result
An example demonstrating the behavior of the modified
analogical RE charts is shown in Figure 1. The plots share a
time X-axis with consumption, modeled, and CUSUM charts.
Every relevant chart should be provided for knowledge-based
reasoning, but CUSUM charts are integral to supporting rulebased interpretation. Two tactical rules that seem invariant are:

summary report [21] which provides symbolic representations
of the quality of data, processing, and models [20].

• If a change is apparent in the CUSUM chart, suspect the
driver whose long-memory RE chart most closely
resembles the CUSUM chart at the time of the change.

This paper has reviewed an under-explored proposal for an
EID method based on Strategies Analysis rather than WDA.
We have presented an example strategies-based display for
Energy M&T, which differs from typical EID application
domains in being unstable and generalized. However, because
the M&T domain obeys some causal constraints (e.g.
conservation of energy), visual analogical forms were feasible
rather than relying on metaphors as in the canonical
BookHouse strategy-based EID.

Finally, we hope that better initial diagnoses will be
investigated by in-person topographical search, employing
human perceptual skills to identify root causes of energy waste.
V.

• For a change indicated by CUSUM or RE charts,
inspect short-memory RE charts as indicating driver
energy intensity. A steady RE chart indicates steady
driver-related performance. An RE shift’s earliest point
indicates a suspected true onset time of the underlying
structural change in the system’s energy performance.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Ecological Interface Criteria
Since so few strategies-based EIDs have been described in
the literature, it is worth considering how well the ecological
interface criteria described earlier manifest in this example.

These two rules, one recognition-based, one analogy-based,
are a starting point for developing situated expertise. Since
each business application domain will have a different
underlying set of causal and intentional constraints, and each
change in performance will manifest as different changes to
system functional measures, we cannot completely pre-specify
specific interpretation procedures.

1) Merged display/control surfaces? The design presented
here is admittedly only a display, not an interface.
2) Consistent, one-to-one mappings of cues and
properties? Unlike canonical EIDs (though see [24]), this
design only empirically estimates abstract properties through

Knowledge-based reasoning from these graphic forms is
possible if they are supplemented by a complimentary model
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[2]

coincident correlation, rather than a priori derivation of
system constraints. The quality of the mappings depends on
the quality of the normative model (which varies depending
on whether it is derived from first principles or data mining).
Using time-series charts limited the available dimensions for
representation to the vertical axis. However, this still allowed
emergent patterns to be plotted over time.
3) Can the same form be interpreted as signals, signs and
symbols (in terms of SRK)? The output of the symbolic RE
strategy is a set of time-series signals, which can be
interpreted using recognition and analogical ‘rules of thumb’.
Organizing the display according to a symbolic energy model
may encourage workers to reason about energy performance
in terms of energy intensity of business processes [17].
4) Does it allow naturalistic strategy switch behavior?
The M&T tool shows CUSUM and RE charts simultaneously,
allowing switching between CUSUM to robustly date and
quantify change effects and RE to diagnose possible causes. A
more ecological strategy switch would be to walk and
physically search the site, guided by an initial diagnosis.
This strategy-driven display design arguably meets many of
the principles of ecological interfaces, and we believe it was
“explicitly designed on the basis of a detailed understanding of
the work ecology” [4, p. 137].

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

B. Future Work
The design is an excerpt, and remains under development.
It has been evaluated in a controlled laboratory experiment
with representative students in their final year of a building
energy management professional program. Evaluation in
representative practical settings will be performed as it is
introduced into practice. Future work to extend features for
interactive thought experiments and hypothesis-testing will
help extend it closer to an interface meeting all the design
principles that inspired EID [1].

[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]

RE charts are not limited to energy monitoring. They are
suited to time-series change detection in any system whose
normative behavior can be described in terms of measured
independent variables [19]. While originally developed for
retrospective hypothesis-testing using statistical significance
tests, when used on-line for system monitoring, workers can
switch to more abductive, knowledge-seeking behaviors. In
such cases, RE charts may be more useful in directing search
than confirming hypotheses. Statistical-ecological design
strategies offer many possibilities for lightweight yet
sophisticated socio-technical system control schemes.

[17]

[18]
[19]

[20]

[21]
[22]
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